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"While the baby and toddler food market stagnated in
2016, there is opportunity in products that can leverage
healthier attributes that appeal to parental expectations.
Although the nation's birthrate is in slight decline, parents
waiting until later in life to have children provide a
marketplace with spending power. Brands can leverage
claims relating to organic, natural, and healthy."
- Billy Roberts, Senion Food & Drink Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Baby/toddler food sales stagnate
Allergen fears weigh on parents
Birthrates rise among older mothers

Definition
This Report builds on the analysis in Mintel’s Feeding Babies and Toddlers – US, February 2016, Baby
Food and Drink – US, May 2014, as well as the May 2013, June 2012, May 2011, May 2010, January
2009, and January 2008 Reports of the same title.
This Report includes powdered, ready-to-feed, and concentrated canned baby formula. It also includes
canned and jarred baby food (including shelf-stable and frozen/refrigerated products), cereal, and
snacks, as well as baby juice.
Not included are other foods that babies consume such as fruit, non-baby-specific juice, or non-babyspecific canned or jarred products that may be eaten by consumers of all ages (eg “regular” apple
sauce or cereal, “regular” juice).
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For the purposes of this Report, babies are children younger than 1, and toddlers are aged 1-2 years.
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This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
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Figure 25: Private label/branded baby/toddler food launches, by claim, 2012-16
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Figure 39: Attributes of baby/toddler food, any rank, December 2016
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Appendix – TURF Analysis Methodology
Figure 75: Table - TURF Analysis – Baby/toddler food opportunities, December 2016
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